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M Fender, Tug Fender

M rubber fenders are widely used on the bow or stern of

boats or on the corners of docks or pontoons. The M

shape of this fender provides flexibility and it can

therefore easily follow the contour of a bow or stern.

This type of fender has a wide and flexible contact

surface. The grooves on the top provide extra grip and

three flexible legs to ensure good contact and sturdy

attachment. M fenders can be mounted on a small radius

and they are relatively lighter than W fenders. The three mounting holes in M fenders facilitate easy and

accurate installation.

M rubber fender is our advantage product of our industry, our clients including the Chinese Military. In

the past years, we already served for kinds of clients all over the world and own the good feedback.

Also, we have already owned the certificate of ISO9001, ISO14001, and we test our product before they

are delivered to our clients to ensure the best quality. Our technical staff will show our clients how to

install and we will give clients the fully Installation instructions of these products.

The newest M rubber fenders have been further improved on the original M fenders, increasing the

energy absorption index while reducing the counter force. The new M fenders are an important part of

the DPN rubber system. They are divided into two models according to different standards of reaction,

force and high reaction force. Customers can make different choices based on different requirements.

M fender pre-built-in blot specifications and M connection blot specifications include the type of M300,

M400, M500, M600, M750, M800, M1000, M1250, M1450, M1600, also we can customized product as

your requirement.
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If you have any question, please contact us in time, you can visit our DPN RUBBER Workstation, also

you can send us mail, we will reply you in the shortest possible time.
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